
PERIMETER CABLE CABLE JUNCTION SUPPORT BRACKET

COLUMN SUPPORT TO  STRUCTURAL CABLE SYSTEM.

Column bracket attachment to structural cables.

Flexible bearing pads sandwiched between
steel columns and footings.
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City blocks connected in 200 m2
grids in X or Y directions.
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Concept
To provide minimal damage and loss of life by earthquake
and tsunamis in city areas likely to be affected by siesmic
activity and the opportunity to enforce sustainable
measures to reduce climatic impact.

This proposal looks at number of aspects:

1. Prevention of highrise and low rise building collapse.
2. In event of a tsunamis to allow water to pass under
    city level by means of existing ground levels.
3. Raised city to be truly sustainable.Allowing for
    renewable energy sources drawn from wind,solar &
    recycled city waste along with use of biofuels.
4. Freedom for buildings to be positioned and oriented to
    best facilitate for passive climate control.
5. Roads to be eliminated from city level and restricted to
    existing underground road levels. Parking likewise
    restricted to below city level. Provision for loading
    docks on underground level.
6. Minimal number of small vehicles utilising hydrogen fuel
    cells assistng transportation of people and goods.
    Emphasis on footpaths and cycling tracks encouraging
    people interaction.
7. Water, parks and community gardens to integrate with
    each other to promote people connection with the city
    living.

STEP 1. Prevent Earthquake Damage.
An innovative approach based on the web of a spider.
Suspension cables supported on RC Stanchions. The grid
network is 200 metres square with the perimeter cables
being 3 times the thickness of the interconnecting cables.
These interconnecting cables are at 10 metres centers and
run in a grid pattern 10 metres square. 25 of these networks
needed per square kilometre.
The purpose of the grid is to allow the vertical steel columns
of a high rise building to connect to the interconnecting
suspension cables.The connection of these columns act
primarily as supports avoiding lateral forces from the
earthquake creating instability and loss of integrity. In addition
the suspension cables help prevent the vertical columns and
floors from collapsing. Along with appropriate connections to
the rc floors and dampers to the footings of the columns,
malleability of the structure assists towards avoiding building
collapse. See details of some connections.

STEP 2. Prevent Tsunami Damage.

One of the most damaging forces that can follow an
earthquake and perhaps causing the most material loss is
the tsunami. Most tsunami damage occurs with elevations
under 7 metres and within 1 km from the coast line. Whilst
Christchurch may not suffer the effects of a tsunami, this
proposal shows what can be done in areas that are more
likely to be affected by tsunamis as in the case of Japan.
The proposal here is to have the main city elevated by at
least 7 metres.The tsunami will flow beneath the city level and
safeguard it against damage.
Roads will carry vehicles as usual,  but under the city level. In
addition carparking will be restricted to the under city level
freeing the city from unwanted traffic and exhaust fumes,
thereby allowing more pedestrian activity and people
interaction.

STEP 3. Carbon Zero City Nested in
               the Green.
Whilst much trauma and sadness prevails after a city has been
hard hit by earthquakes and tsunamis, a grand door of
opportunity is there for rebuilding a city to take advantage of the
benefits that come with climate control.
1. The opportunity now to design a new and sustainable city for
all  to enjoy. Whilst parks are generally incorporated into a city,
inversely a city should be incorporated into the green. To build
around designated parks and waterways. Keeping openspace
as the premium. This in turn will give a wantingness to belong to
the cityscape.
2. In terms of sustainable measures a suspended grid system
lends itself to providing an immeasurable amount of pvsp that
could energise much of the city needs. Along with pvsp, wind
turbines integrated into the stanchions will further assist.
3. Buildings designed to high thermal performance levels, double
facades. Utilisation of energy efficient equipment. Biogas
extracted by treatment of solid wastes and sewage. Water
conservation and conversion of sewage to grey water supply.
4.All traffic, parking and loading will be located under city or at
the existing road levels.This inturn will reduce air pollution
enabling buildings to be ventilated naturally, reducing demands
on energy. Pedestrian and bicycle paths will link the city, allowing
greater integration and socialisation of people, promoting cultural
differences and building bridges of understanding.

Building Types:

Organic Shape:
This particular design with its
circular base and freeform shell
supported on base isolated bearings.

Pyramid Shape:
This design places more of its weight
at the base than at the  apex making
it more stable. Suspension system
providing improved stability.

Tapered Cylindrical Shape:
As with the pyramid design more weight at
base and less at the top provides more
stability. Suspension system improving
stability.

Benefits of Suspension System
A number of benefits arise from the use of structural cables:
1. Assists in stabilising highrise buildings from collapse.
2. Highrise building curtain walls can link to suspension
    grid. Greenery walls likewise can link to grid to provide
    green facades.
3. Suspended roof coverings and shading devices.
4. Extensive area to locate Photo Voltaic solar panels
    which will provide much of the power supply to buildings.
5. Suspended lighting system.
6. Suspended cable cars.

R A I L

LOW LYING CITIES SUBJECTED TO TSUNAMIS ELEVATED.
ALLOWING MERGING WATERS TO FLOW UNDER CITY WHILST
EXISTING  GROUND LEVELS  CATER FOR  ROAD AND RAIL
TRANSPORT, PARKING AND LOADING ACCOMMODATION.

WITH THE USE OF EARLY WARNING SENSORS ITS HOPED, IN
THE EVENT OF TSUNAMIS, THAT PARKED VEHICLES UNDER
CITY WILL HAVE TIME TO RELOCATE.


